Jim Sharpe (@JimSharpe) on Twitter

I talk for a living. 5-7am MST weekdays on NewsTalk 550 KFYI in Phoenix and iHeartRadio.com
Arizona - kfyi.com/pages/jim-sharpe

2,791 TWEETS 2,908 FOLLOWING 2,645 FOLLOWERS

Followed by Paty Newman, Gary C. Bizzo, Markham Robinson and 100+ others.
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MT @JessicaChasmar: McCain calls the rebels his "friends" all the time. Don't worry. This was only a "moderate" beheading. #Syria
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Hope it's better for them than for Facebook MT @KFYIBiz #Twitter has filed with the SEC for a planned #IPO. kfyi.biz
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.@Sippingtea82 You don't recognize him w/o the bowler hat. Now, if UFC was more like the WWF. #lunywardGracie @JessicaChasmar